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Abstract: Various electricity generation technologies using different primary energy sources are 
available. Many published studies compare the costs of these technologies. However, most of those 
studies only consider plant-level costs and do not fully take into account additional costs that 
societies may face in using these technologies. This article reviews the literature on the costs of 
electricity generation technologies, aiming to determine which types of costs are relevant from a 
societal point of view when comparing generation technologies. The paper categorises the relevant 
types of costs, differentiating between plant-level, system and external costs as the main categories. 
It discusses the relevance of each type of cost for each generation technology. The findings suggest 
that several low-carbon electricity generation technologies exhibit lower social costs per kWh than 
the currently dominant technologies using fossil fuels. More generally, the findings emphasise the 
importance of taking not only plant-level costs, but also system and external costs, into account 
when comparing electricity generation technologies from a societal point of view. The article intends 
to inform both policymakers and energy system modellers, the latter who may strive to include all 
relevant types of costs in their models. 
Keywords: electricity generation technologies; social costs; plant-level costs; system costs; external 
costs; literature review 
 
1. Introduction 
Access to electricity is widely regarded as a prerequisite for an appropriate standard of living 
and social integration [1], yet in 2014 almost 1.2 billion people still lacked this access [2]. At the same 
time, electrical appliances continue to grow in importance in the daily lives of billions of people. 
Consequently, the share of electricity in final energy demand has steadily grown over the past 
decades [3]. This trend is expected to continue in future decades as climate change mitigation 
strategies involve replacing fossil fuels with electricity in end-use applications [4–6]. Ensuring the 
sufficient provision of electricity generated by economically, environmentally and socially acceptable 
means will, therefore, continue to be an important objective for policymakers around the world. 
Currently a large number of electricity and energy system models exist that aim to inform 
policymakers about the lowest cost solutions for meeting future electricity demand [7,8]. 
Policymakers may be interested in such analyses to “back the right horse” when deciding, for 
example, on public research, development and demonstration (RD&D) expenses, energy 
infrastructure priorities or the level of financial support given to specific technologies. Models 
explicitly aiming to inform policymakers about the lowest cost evolution of electricity supply from a 
societal perspective should obviously strive to consider all types of electricity generation costs that are 
relevant to society (as opposed to taking into account, for example, only those types of costs that are 
relevant to investors). 
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Based on an extensive literature review, this article seeks to provide a comprehensive overview 
of the current knowledge on the social costs of electricity generation. It identifies the relevant types of 
costs and makes suggestions about how to categorise these. More specifically, the article aims to 
emphasise the fact that not only plant-level costs, but also system and external costs, are relevant 
when assessing the costs of various types of electricity generation technologies from a societal 
perspective. Energy system modellers may be able to use the findings from this article to complement 
their models and to better understand the capabilities and limitations of their respective models in 
considering the total social costs of electricity generation.  
For practical reasons, this article focuses on the social costs of electricity generation in Europe 
and the USA, as very little literature is available on social costs (especially system costs and external 
costs) in other world regions. It should, therefore, be kept in mind that some of the findings in this 
study are likely to be specific to electricity systems in industrialised countries and are not necessarily 
representative of the social costs of electricity generation in developing countries. Furthermore, due to 
the availability of the literature and to simplify inter-technology comparisons, this study focuses on 
medium to large-scale (i.e., utility-scale) applications of electricity generation technologies. The social 
costs of small-scale, decentralised electricity generation will differ to some extent. For example, while 
plant-level costs for decentralised systems tend to be higher than for centralised ones (due to 
economies of scale), transmission costs tend to be lower and local generators may put special 
emphasis on minimising external costs, such as air pollution and noise. 
It should also be noted that this article does not discuss specific instruments that society or 
policymakers can use to ensure that the full social costs are taken into account by market actors. Such 
instruments include taxation, emission trading systems, subsidies and corporate social responsibility 
[9–12]. 
This article is structured as follows: Section 2 defines the term “social cost of electricity 
generation”, which is the sum of the various types of costs grouped into the three main cost categories 
of plant-level costs, system costs and external costs. Section 3, the main section of this article, 
discusses the qualitative and quantitative findings from the literature for each type of differentiated 
cost. Based on these literature findings, Section 4 summarises the typical estimates of the various 
types of social costs for several electricity generation technologies. Finally, Section 5 concludes and 
suggests further areas of research. 
2. Defining and Categorising the Social Costs of Electricity Generation 
This article evaluates the cost to society of generating electricity using various technologies. In 
the field of economics, the cost of a good refers to the value of all the scarce resources that have been 
used to produce the good. This value, in turn, is measured in terms of the value of the next best good 
that could have been produced with the same resources, and is called opportunity cost [13]. In the 
remainder of this article, the social opportunity cost of generating electricity is being referred to when 
the terms “cost” or “social cost” are used. 
Social costs are typically broken down into “private costs” and “external costs”. The private costs 
of a good are those types of opportunity costs that are accrued by the market player who produces the 
good. These costs are taken into account by the producer when deciding on the production volume, 
and the producer’s aim is to minimise these costs. External costs, on the other hand, can be defined as 
the costs arising from human activity that are not accounted for by the market player causing the 
externality [13]. For example, the particulate pollutants from a fossil fuel power plant causing 
negative health effects for people living near the plant are external costs. The power plant “uses” the 
scarce resource of health, without the costs being accrued by the market player who caused it. 
It is argued here that when analysing the total social costs of electricity generation, it is useful to 
further differentiate private costs into the two categories of “plant-level costs” and “system costs”. 
Plant-level costs encompass the private costs associated with electricity generation at the plant. These 
consist of capital costs, fuel costs, non-fuel operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, and—if a carbon 
market is in place—carbon costs. These costs are frequently compared between different types of 
electricity generation technologies by calculating the “levelized cost of electricity” (LCOE). 
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System costs can be defined as all the costs associated with the reliable delivery, at the right time, 
of the electricity generated at plant-level to the locations where the electricity is needed. These costs 
include the costs of transmission and distribution networks, of storage technologies and of a range of 
so-called ancillary services required for the stable operation of an electricity system. Following [14], 
we also include “profile costs” within the system costs. Profile costs can be defined as the additional 
specific capital and operational costs that electricity generation from a new plant causes in the 
residual electricity system, as well as any overproduction costs of electricity generation from variable 
renewable energy (VRE) sources. 
As system costs are often difficult to ascribe unequivocally to individual power plants, some of 
these costs are typically apportioned to electricity suppliers and/or consumers by regulatory entities, 
for example through tariffs per unit of electricity produced or consumed. 
It could be argued that the sum of plant-level costs, system costs and external costs as defined in 
this article still does not encompass the total social costs of electricity generation. This is because the 
macroeconomic and geopolitical effects stemming from changes in the electricity system may have 
welfare effects beyond those reflected in the plant-level, system and external costs. For example, some 
electricity generation technologies may lead to greater levels of employment than others (on a 
per-kWh basis) and the creation of employment may be valued by society beyond the value attributed 
by the employer and the employee (and thus reflected in the employee’s wage). Apart from 
employment effects, terms of trade effects and effects on the competitiveness of an economy are also 
discussed as possible relevant macroeconomic costs and benefits when comparing the total social 
costs of different electricity generation technologies. Finally, the choice of a primary energy source 
may also have geopolitical impacts, such as increased dependence on key natural gas or oil exporting 
countries. 
While it is true that these potential macroeconomic and geopolitical effects are often relevant in 
energy policy discussions, it is extremely difficult to precisely quantify them or to determine how they 
differ between various electricity generation technologies. Due to these difficulties, and to focus more 
on the plant-level, system and external costs, it was decided not to include a discussion of 
macroeconomic and geopolitical costs and benefits in this literature review. 
Figure 1 provides an overview of the cost categories that can be differentiated when determining 
the total social costs of electricity generation. It suggests that the definition of social costs as used in 
this article can be regarded as a definition in a narrower sense, as potential macroeconomic and 
geopolitical costs (and benefits) are not taken into account. 
 
Figure 1. Overview of the main cost categories that can be differentiated when determining the total 
social costs of electricity generation. 
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It should be noted that while this article only deals with the social costs of electricity generation, 
it is important to bear in mind that energy efficiency improvements can, in many cases, reduce 
electricity demand at very low social costs per kWh [15–17]. 
3. Discussing the Individual Types of Social Costs of Electricity Generation 
As explained in the previous section, the three main categories of the social cost of electricity 
generation differentiated in this article are plant-level costs, system costs and market costs. Within 
each of these main cost categories, additional sub-categories of costs are distinguished. These 
sub-categories of costs have been identified based on an extensive review of the available literature on 
the plant-level, system and external costs of electricity generation. Table 1 provides an overview of the 
types of costs that have been found to be relevant for some, or all, electricity generation technologies. 
Based on the literature review, the following three subsections will discuss and evaluate the current 
state of knowledge on the plant-level costs (3.1), system costs (3.2) and external costs (3.3) of electricity 
generation technologies. 
Table 1. Overview of the sub-categories of costs found to be relevant for comparing the social costs of 
electricity generation technologies. 
Plant-Level Costs 
• Capital costs 
• Fuel costs 
• Market costs of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
• Non-fuel operation and maintenance costs (fixed and variable) 
System Costs 
• Grid costs 
• Balancing costs 
• Profile costs 
External Costs 1
• Social costs of GHG emissions (minus market costs of GHG emissions) 
• Impacts of non-GHG pollution 
• Landscape and noise impacts 
• Impacts on ecosystems and biodiversity (beyond those related to climate change) 
• External costs associated with radionuclide emissions 
1 There may be additional relevant types of external costs, but this is difficult to determine. See Section 3.3.6. 
3.1. Plant-Level Costs 
This section introduces and discusses the types of costs of electricity generation that accrue at 
plant-level and are reflected in the various markets. These types of costs are: 
• Capital costs; 
• Fuel costs; 
• Market costs of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; 
• Non-fuel operation and maintenance costs (fixed and variable). 
3.1.1. Capital Costs 
Capital costs comprise investment costs (including grid connection costs), refurbishment and 
decommissioning costs, as well as financing costs. As there are competitive markets for most energy 
technologies and their respective components, it can be assumed that market prices are a good 
indicator for the actual macroeconomic costs that accrue from manufacturing and installing these 
technologies (apart from external costs, which will be discussed in Section 3.3). 
The costs of connecting a power plant to the existing grid are usually included in capital costs, as 
a power plant developer usually needs to bear these costs [18,19]. In relation to the total capital costs 
(including connection costs), grid connection costs are usually low for fossil fuel and nuclear power 
plants, as well as for biomass and solar photovoltaic (PV) plants, with shares typically lower than 5% 
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[20,21]. However, connection costs can be more relevant for other types of plants, such as onshore and 
offshore wind power plants, as these are often built further away from existing grids and their 
locations can be difficult to access. According to [22], grid connection costs typically make up 10% to 
12% of the capital costs for onshore plants and 21% to 23% for offshore plants. 
Decommissioning costs are typically included in capital costs. Even though at the time of 
decommissioning these costs may be significant, especially for nuclear power plants, they only accrue 
at the very end of a plant’s lifetime. In the LCOE methodology these decommissioning costs become 
negligible (around 1% or less) once discounted at any commonly used rate: “For an investor […] 
contemplating an investment today, decommissioning costs are too far in the future and not a 
decisive criterion from a financial perspective” [23]. 
Capital costs are an important type of cost for every energy technology. Their share in total 
LCOE is around or above 60% for renewable, nuclear and coal carbon capture and storage (CCS) 
power plants. For conventional coal and natural gas power plants, fuel and CO2 costs are more 
important, especially at low discount rates [24]. 
3.1.2. Fuel Costs 
It is difficult to determine to what extent the market costs for various fuels reflect their actual cost 
to society. For many of the fossil fuels produced globally, production costs are significantly lower 
than market prices, although the difference between production costs and prices is more pronounced 
for oil than for natural gas and coal (which are both more relevant in terms of electricity generation) 
[25]. These rents—captured by governments in taxes and royalties and by oil companies in 
profits—may be interpreted as an indication that market prices overestimate the global costs to 
society of using fossil fuels. On the other hand, these fuels are exhaustible resources, which means 
that the costs that accrue by using them include not only the extraction costs but also the opportunity 
cost of not being able to use the fuels at a later point in time [26]. However, this opportunity cost 
cannot be precisely quantified and it is unclear if, or to what extent, it is included in market prices. 
For nuclear power, the waste management costs can be included within the fuel costs [24]. It 
should be mentioned that, like the decommissioning costs, there is also considerable uncertainty 
about the waste management costs of nuclear power plants. 
The share of fuel costs in total plant-level costs varies considerably from technology to 
technology. While for many technologies using renewable energy sources no fuel costs accrue, the 
fuel cost share of natural gas power plants can be as high as around 70% [24]. 
3.1.3. Market Costs of GHG Emissions 
A number of regional, national and sub-national carbon pricing systems are currently in place, 
and these covered about 13% of global GHG emissions in 2016 [27]. Although there are considerable 
differences between the various schemes, notably whether an emissions trading system or a carbon 
tax is used, they all share the key objective of reducing GHG emissions by assigning costs to them. 
This follows the insight from economic theory that internalising the costs of harmful emissions can 
efficiently reduce emissions to an acceptable level. 
However, the existence of an emissions trading system or a carbon tax does not mean that the 
total costs accrued by society due to GHG emissions are actually internalised. While the social costs 
associated with GHG emissions are very difficult to determine for various reasons (see Section 3.3.1), 
they are widely assumed to be considerably higher than the current emissions costs in most carbon 
pricing schemes around the world. With the exception of a few schemes in Switzerland and 
Scandinavia, CO2-equivalent prices in carbon pricing schemes around the world are currently below 
€25/ton [27], although price increases beyond this level are expected in some regions in the early or 
mid-2020s [28,29]. In other words, the current costs of emitting CO2 in most regions of the world are 
too low to fully reflect the damage caused by these emissions. 
For fossil fuel electricity generation technologies, CO2 prices can be decisive in determining their 
competitiveness. This is especially true for non-CCS coal power plants. At hypothetical CO2 costs of 
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€50/ton, plant-level costs of hard coal power generation would be about 90% higher compared to a 
situation in which no carbon pricing was in place. 
3.1.4. Non-Fuel Operation and Maintenance Costs 
Non-fuel O&M costs include fixed costs such as wages for the permanent plant staff and 
insurance costs, as well as routine equipment maintenance costs and variable costs for e.g., water, 
lubricants and energy used in auxiliaries. 
The share of non-fuel O&M costs varies from one technology to another. It is relatively low 
(around or below 10%) for natural gas combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants and conventional 
coal power plants and relatively high (around 25%) for onshore and offshore wind plants [24]. It is 
assumed in this article that markets for O&M services are generally operating normally and market 
prices for these services therefore reflect the full macroeconomic costs of their provision. 
3.1.5. Sum of Plant-Level Costs in the Form of Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) 
Figure 2 provides an overview of the ranges of plant-level LCOE for selected types of newly-built 
power plants in Europe and the USA. For reasons of brevity, this subsection, as well as the social cost 
overview in Section 4, only discusses the three most prevalent types of conventional power plants 
(hard coal, natural gas CCGT and nuclear power plants) as well as onshore wind, offshore wind and 
solar PV. Wind and solar PV technologies are expected to play key roles in Europe and the USA in the 
coming decades [4,6,30]. The technological characteristics and LCOE ranges of other renewable 
generation technologies, such as hydropower, biomass, geothermal and solar thermal power plants, 
vary considerably and are therefore difficult to adequately discuss within the limited scope available 
here. For a detailed discussion of global and regional LCOE and their ranges, including for additional 
renewable energy technologies, readers are referred to [21,24,31,32]. 
 
Figure 2. Plant-level LCOE ranges and central values (black dots) for selected types of newly-built 
power plants in Europe and the USA (w/o transmission costs and w/o costs of CO2 emissions) using a 
discount rate of 3%. Sources: See detailed descriptions of LCOE calculations in the Supplementary 
Materials. 
Data from a number of recent studies and documents [6,24,31,33–44] were used as input to 
calculate the LCOE. CO2 costs and transmission costs are not included, as in this article these types of 
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costs are treated as “external costs” (CO2 costs, see Section 3.3.1) and “system costs” (grid costs, see 
Section 3.2.1), respectively. The LCOE presented also exclude the effect of subsidies, as subsidies only 
affect private costs, not societal costs. The central values represent plants with average costs, while the 
ranges were derived by varying capital costs (for all technologies), full load hours (for onshore wind, 
offshore wind and solar PV), fuel cost developments (for coal and natural gas) and technical lifetime 
(for nuclear power) within the range of values typically observed or expected. The Supplementary 
Materials provide details on the LCOE calculations, listing all the relevant input parameters, as well 
as their respective sources. 
For coal, natural gas and nuclear power plants, it is assumed they can operate in baseload mode 
(with a capacity factor of 85%, following [24]). While such a capacity factor represents a value 
typically observed in electricity systems today, the expected further growth in electricity generation 
from variable renewable energy sources is likely to reduce the average capacity factors of 
conventional power plants in the future. As a sensitivity analysis, the International Energy Agency 
(IEA) [24] calculates the LCOE of baseload power plants at capacity factors of 50%. It finds that, 
compared to a capacity factor of 85%, the LCOE of natural gas-fired generation increases by 11%, the 
LCOE of coal-fired generation by 23% and the LCOE of nuclear power generation by 54%. However, 
higher LCOE costs from lower full load hours are regarded as “system costs” rather than “plant-level 
costs” in this article. 
The LCOE calculations presented here are generally based on a discount rate of 3%, which is 
considerably lower than the typical cost of capital to private investors who face the risks associated 
with individual projects. It is typically argued that from a social or system-planner perspective (as 
adopted in this article), low discount rates of around 3% are more appropriate than market-observed 
discount rates. This is because society as a whole can effectively reduce the non-systematic risk that 
individual investors bear to zero by pooling risks across the entire population [45,46]. Lower discount 
rates lead to lower LCOE, with this effect being more pronounced for capital-intensive technologies, 
especially nuclear power plants, compared to plants with higher operational costs, such as natural gas 
[47]. 
However, society as a whole still faces specific risks with every investment made and it can be 
argued that these risks systematically differ from one type of electricity generation technology to 
another. Specifically, the risk of investing in small-scale technologies, such as wind and solar PV, with 
no fuel cost uncertainty and the opportunity to increase capacity in small steps is less risky than 
investing in large-scale power plants, such as large fossil fuel and nuclear power plants [48]. Natural 
gas power plants, in particular, exhibit fuel cost uncertainty, while nuclear and coal power plants 
need to achieve high full load hours over several decades to become worthwhile investments. 
Unexpectedly low future electricity demand or unexpectedly high future investments in power plants 
with lower variable costs, such as wind turbines and solar PV plants, could impede such high full 
load hours, which would significantly increase the LCOE of nuclear and/or coal power plants. 
Concerning nuclear power, there is the additional risk that in the decades following a power 
plant investment, a society may put greater emphasis on the inherent risks associated with this 
technology; for example, because of a large-scale nuclear accident elsewhere or because of a change in 
the perceived threats faced from terrorism or warfare. This may result in a society deciding to stop 
operating these plants, possibly well ahead of the end of their technical lifetime, again leading to 
higher LCOE. 
A detailed quantitative reflection of these uncertainties is difficult and beyond the scope of this 
article. Instead, the higher investment risks associated with large-scale power plants are assumed to 
be captured by applying a higher discount rate of 6% for these plants. As the differences in investment 
risks may, in the future, be most relevant when comparing the low-carbon options of renewable 
energy technologies on the one hand with nuclear power plants on the other hand, the LCOE 
calculations in Figure 2 include a separate cost range for nuclear power plants using a discount rate of 
6% instead of 3%. (For reasons of brevity, the respective ranges for the fossil fuel plants are not 
shown.) 
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The ranges in Figure 2 show that, even within Europe and the USA, the LCOE can vary 
considerably, especially for renewable energy technologies. This is due, among other things, to 
differences in the location of plants, their sizes and their technological characteristics. The 
considerable differences between Europe and the USA in the central LCOE values for onshore wind, 
solar PV and natural gas CCGT plants are mainly explained by the generally stronger wind, higher 
solar irradiation and the lower cost of natural gas in the USA. 
In Europe, typical plant-level LCOE is lowest for coal power plants at 4.3 €-cent/kWh, although 
onshore wind can be less expensive at good locations. The central LCOE estimates for nuclear power 
(at a 3% discount rate, i.e., not reflecting higher risks), natural gas and onshore wind are similar, 
around 6 €-cent/kWh. In the USA, typical current plant-level costs are lowest for natural gas, solar PV 
and onshore wind, all at similar costs of around 4 €-cent/kWh. The plant-level costs of offshore wind 
power plants are typically considerably higher than for all the other analysed technologies in both 
Europe and the USA. However, the results of several auctions held in 2016 in Europe for constructing 
offshore wind farms suggest that the combined effect of, among other things, technological and 
operational advances, increased competition, larger turbines and larger wind farms has recently led 
to typical offshore wind power costs being closer to the lower end of the offshore wind cost ranges 
shown in Figure 2 [49]. 
3.2. System Costs 
System costs comprise the costs of integrating an individual power plant into an existing 
electricity system. Based on the available literature, Figure 3 provides an overview of a possible 
differentiation between three components of system costs. 
 
Figure 3. Three components of system costs. Sources: Based on [50,51]. 
While in recent years a growing body of literature has emerged discussing the various elements 
of system costs as depicted in Figure 3, there is currently no consensus on the precise definition of the 
term “system costs” and on the terms to be used for its individual components. This is particularly 
relevant for the cost component referred to in this article as “profile costs”. These costs (or parts 
thereof) are also referred to in the literature as “backup costs”, “adequacy costs”, or (costs of the) 
“utilization effect”. In this article, the definition of profile costs as provided by [14,51] is applied.  
A plant’s system costs vary considerably from case to case, depending not only on the type of 
plant, but also on the plant’s location and on various characteristics of the electricity system into 
which it is to be integrated [52]. Therefore, only approximate figures or ranges for specific system 
costs can be assigned to the various types of generation technologies. Furthermore, available studies 
attempting to quantify system costs (or individual components of these costs) deal with electricity 
systems in either Europe or North America. There is currently a lack of analysis of system costs in 
other regions of the world, especially in developing countries, “where integration issues may be very 
different from in OECD countries” [50]. 
Studies quantifying system costs deal almost exclusively with VRE plants as, in general, their 
system costs can be expected to be much more relevant than the respective costs of non-variable 
sources. As Hirth [53] notes, this is due to the intrinsic technological properties of VRE technologies. 
3.2.1. Grid Costs 
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Grid costs, or more precisely “grid reinforcement and extension costs”, can be defined as the 
extra costs in the transmission and distribution system when power generation from a new plant is 
integrated into that system [54]. It can be argued that only a part of the extra costs should be allocated 
to the new plant, as other electricity producers may also benefit from the required grid reinforcements 
and extensions, for example through increased grid stability [50,55,56]. 
The specific grid costs of a new power plant—despite being difficult to establish precisely—may 
vary considerably from one case to another, with several factors determining these costs. Among 
these factors are the proximity of a new plant to the existing transmission grid, its distance to load 
centres, its capacity factor, the extent and quality of the existing grid and the lifetime of the 
transmission investments [50]. 
Research on grid reinforcement and extension costs in recent years has focused on costs 
associated with the expanded use of renewable energy sources, especially wind. Table 2 provides an 
overview of the specific grid costs of different electricity generation technologies at varying 
penetration rates as provided by several studies. 
Table 2. Additional specific grid costs of different electricity generation technologies at varying 
penetration rates according to several studies. 
Source 
Country or 
Region 
Technology 
Penetration 
Rate (Share of 
Total Electricity 
Generation) 
Grid Costs (in 
€-cent/kWh) 
Comments 
[57] 1  
(meta-study) 
USA 
Wind (onshore 
and offshore) 
Not provided 
(varying) 
1.4 Median; full range: 0–7.2 
[54]  
(meta-study) 
Six European 
countries 
Wind (onshore 
and offshore) 
≈10%–60% ≈0.4 
Median; full range: ≈0.2–1.1 
Original data in €/kW; conversion 
assumes 2000 full load hours per 
year, a discount rate of 7% and a grid 
lifetime of 40 years 
No clear correlation between specific 
grid costs and penetration level 
[58] 1 Six OECD 
countries 
Wind (onshore) 
10% 0.2 Median; full range: <0.1–0.3 
30% 0.3 Median; full range: 0.2–2.0 
Wind (offshore) 
10% 0.1 Median; full range: <0.1–0.2 
30% 0.2 Median; full range: <0.1–1.1 
Solar PV 10% 0.4 Median; full range: <0.1–0.5 
30% 0.5 Median; full range: 0.2–4.3 
Nuclear, coal, gas 10% and 30% 0 - 
[59] 
Eleven 
European 
countries 
Solar PV 15% to 18% 1.2 
Maximum; lower in some countries; 
only distribution grid and  
cross-country transmission lines 
taken into account 
[60] Australia 
CSP 2  
(with storage) 
18%–23% 
0.2 
- Geothermal 0.3 
Biomass <0.1 
Coal CCS <0.1 
1 Cost data in these studies is provided in USD. The costs were converted to EUR by using a 
conversion rate of 1 EUR = 1.1 USD; 2 Concentrating solar thermal power. 
3.2.2. Balancing Costs 
The stable operation of an electricity system requires electricity demand and electricity supply to 
be equal at all times. Electricity systems therefore require a central system operator who ensures that 
unplanned (and thus unpredictable) short-term fluctuations in both electricity demand and supply 
can be compensated by contracting sufficient reserves ahead of time. These reserves are used if 
needed to provide balancing power [61]. 
The need to hold such reserves has cost implications as, overall, this requires greater capacity 
compared to a hypothetical system in which demand and supply are perfectly predictable and any 
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kind of system failure can be ruled out. Additional fuel costs (and the related emissions costs) also 
accrue, as plant efficiency is typically lower when a plant—to provide reserve capacity—is running 
below its full capacity and/or needs to ramp up and down frequently. Furthermore, frequent ramping 
may also negatively affect a plant’s reliability and reduce its lifetime [62]. 
All types of power plants experience both planned and unplanned outages, so to a certain extent 
balancing costs can be attributed to all types of power plants. However, using VRE sources to 
generate electricity, as in the case of wind and solar PV power plants, generally leads to higher 
balancing requirements. As power generation from these sources is considerably more variable, less 
predictable and less controllable than power generation from other sources, these sources force other 
power plants in the system to change their output more rapidly and/or more frequently to maintain 
the balance between demand and supply [50,58]. Table 3 provides an overview of the specific 
balancing costs of different electricity generation technologies at varying penetration rates as 
provided by various studies. 
Table 3. Additional specific balancing costs of different electricity generation technologies at varying 
penetration rates according to several studies. 
Source 
Country or 
Region 
Technology 
Penetration 
Rate (Share of 
Total Electricity 
Generation) 
Balancing Costs 
(in €-cent/kWh) 
Comment 
[58] 
Six OECD 
countries 
Nuclear 
10% <0.1 
- 
30% <0.1 
Wind (onshore 
and offshore) 
and solar PV 
10% 0.3 Median; full range: 0.2–0.7 
30% 0.5 Median; full range: 0.5–1.3 
[63] 1 Arizona, USA Solar PV 8% 0.2 Median, full range: 0.2–0.3 
[64]  
(meta-study) 
USA and several 
European 
countries 
Wind (onshore 
and offshore) 
≈10% 0.3 Median; full range: <0.1–0.4  
≈20% 0.3 Median; full range: <0.1–0.5  
≈30% 0.4 Median; full range: 0.1–-0.6 
[59] 
Eleven European 
countries 
Solar PV 15% 0.1 - 
[14] 
(meta-study) 
Several European 
countries and 
several regions of 
the USA 
Wind (onshore 
and offshore) 
≈1% to 40% ≈0.3 
Median, full range: <0.1–1.3 
No clear correlation between 
specific balancing costs and 
penetration level 
1 Cost data in this study is provided in USD. The costs were converted to EUR by using a conversion 
rate of 1 EUR = 1.1 USD. 
There is little information in the literature on the balancing costs of dispatchable electricity 
generation. However, these costs can be expected to be considerably lower than the respective costs of 
VRE power plants. Keppler and Cometto [58] estimate the balancing costs of nuclear power plants to 
be less than 0.1 €-cent/kWh. 
3.2.3. Profile Costs 
Largely following [14,51], profile costs can be defined as the additional specific capital and 
operational costs that electricity generation from a new plant may cause in the residual electricity 
system, plus overproduction costs of VRE electricity generation (see Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4. Two components of profile costs. Sources: Based on [14,51]. 
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Integrating new power plants into an existing system typically leads to increases in the specific 
costs of the residual power generation, i.e., the power generation of the existing plants still required 
after the integration of the new power plants. Any additional electricity generation, all other things 
being equal, leads to lower average full load hours of the existing plants, which in turn leads to higher 
specific generation costs. However, for conventional baseload, mid-merit or peak load plants, these 
costs do not or no longer accrue if or once corresponding old power plant capacities are 
decommissioned. Therefore, the literature typically focuses on new VRE power generation when 
discussing profile costs. 
Higher specific capital costs typically accrue when adding VRE technologies, as these are unable, 
or only marginally able, to reliably contribute to covering peak electricity demand. Consequently, the 
conventional generating capacity needed to reliably cover peak demand at all times remains (almost) 
unchanged as VRE technologies are added [50]. At the same time, these dispatchable plants become 
utilised for fewer hours per year, so their specific capital costs are higher than they would be without 
the VRE electricity generation [65]. 
Higher specific operational costs, due to the higher use of mid-merit and the lower use of baseload 
power plants, typically accrue as an increase in electricity generation from new VRE power plants 
leads to changes in the cost-optimal mix of the remaining power generation. The reason for this is the 
fluctuating nature of VRE power generation. Due to this fluctuation, fewer residual power plants can 
generate electricity “around the clock” and these power plants are typically the ones with lower 
operational costs [65]. Hirth et al. [14] point out that the steeper gradients of residual load resulting 
from VRE power generation also leads to higher operational costs of thermal power plants, as their 
output needs to follow steeper gradients. This causes additional ramping and cycling costs. Note that 
these costs only refer to scheduled ramping and cycling, while the costs of uncertainty-related ramping 
and cycling are reflected in balancing costs. 
It should be noted that in certain circumstances, additional electricity generation from VRE 
sources may decrease the average capital and/or operational costs of the remaining electricity 
generation. A prominent example is the expansion of power generation from solar PV plants in 
regions in which there is a high correlation between solar PV output and peak electricity demand. In 
such cases, the need to operate expensive peaking plants is reduced as solar PV output increases, up 
to the point a certain solar PV penetration rate is reached [66]. Another example is the deployment of 
a certain amount of wind turbines in electricity systems with high shares of hydropower and seasonal 
complementarity between wind and hydrological resources [67,68]. Furthermore, the IEA [50] notes 
that in cases of small electricity systems needing additional capacity because of growing peak 
demand, small, optimally-sized VRE power plants may incur smaller capacity costs than 
conventional power plants. This can occur when there is a mismatch between the additional capacity 
needed and the smallest conventional plant that can be operated efficiently. 
For any given amount of new VRE electricity generation, profile costs are lower in the long term 
than in the short term as, over time, the residual power plant structure adapts to the requirements 
brought about by the new VRE power generation, leading to a higher share of peak-load power plants 
which exhibit lower costs at low capacity factors. Furthermore, electricity demand can also be 
expected to adjust in the longer term. For example, if over several decades the combined share of solar 
PV and wind electricity generation increases from an insignificant value to 50% or 70%, market 
forces—possibly supported by government regulations—are likely to lead to greater flexibility in 
electricity demand (aided by new and flexible demand sources such as electric vehicles and heat 
pumps). Such shifts can reduce peak demand and help balance the residual electricity demand, thus 
mitigating profile costs. 
While there is general agreement that additional VRE electricity generation typically leads to 
additional costs in the residual electricity system, there is no consensus on whether these costs should 
be attributed partially or wholly to the new VRE power plants. It could be argued, for example, that 
the real problem is the inflexibility of the existing power plants or, more generally, “that system 
adaptation inherently occurs in power systems and thus cannot be attributed directly to specific new 
technologies” [69]. 
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According to [14,51], profile costs consist not only of the additional costs accrued in the residual 
electricity system but also include the costs of VRE overproduction. Overproduction costs—typically 
only relevant at higher VRE shares—are the opportunity costs of not being able to use all the 
electricity that could, in principle, be generated at zero marginal cost by a VRE plant, because demand 
and/or transmission capacity at any given point in time is insufficient. 
Table 4 lists the findings of three studies examining the long-term profile costs caused by adding 
wind and/or solar PV power generation. It should be noted that [14,65] do not include overproduction 
costs in their estimates. As specific profile costs generally increase when the share of VRE generation 
increases, average and marginal profile costs usually differ for specific VRE shares. Table 4 therefore 
differentiates between average and marginal specific profile costs. Some studies report only the 
former, while others report only the latter. The two studies in Table 4 reporting marginal costs also 
allow for an estimate of the average profile costs, so both values are provided. 
Table 4. Average and marginal specific profile costs from wind and solar PV electricity generation 
according to several studies. 
Source Method Used 
VRE 
Technology 
Penetration 
Rate (Share of 
Total Electricity 
Generation) 
Profile Costs 
(in €-cent/kWhVRE) 
Comment 
Average Marginal 
[51] 1 
Generic modelling 
(typical for European 
countries with mainly 
thermal power plants) 
Wind 
10% 1.5 1.9 
VRE curtailment 
costs included 
20% 1.9 2.5 
40% 2.5 4.6 
Solar PV 
10% 1.5 2.7 
15% 2.1 3.3 
25% 3.3 9.8 
[65] 2 
Generic modelling 
(based on load data, 
wind power and solar 
PV data for Germany) 
Wind 
10% 1.0 n.s. 
No VRE curtailment 
or related costs 
assumed 
20% 1.3 n.s. 
40% 1.5 n.s. 
Solar PV 
10% 0.8 n.s. 
20% 1.3 n.s. 
40% 2.0 n.s. 
Wind (2/3) and 
solar PV (1/3) 
10% 0.3 n.s. 
20% 0.7 n.s. 
40% 1.1 n.s. 
[14] 1 
Meta-study (literature 
sources used cover 
several European 
countries and several 
regions of the USA) 
Wind 
10% 0.5 0.8 No VRE curtailment 
costs included; based 
on best-fit curve for 
values of studies 
using long-term 
models 
20% 0.8 1.2 
40% 1.3 2.2 
1 References [14,51] report marginal profile costs. Average costs are derived based on the marginal cost 
curves depicted in the studies and should be seen as approximate values; 2 Costs in this study are 
provided in USD. These costs were converted to EUR by using a conversion rate of 1 EUR = 1.1 USD. 
It should be noted that, particularly at high penetration rates of VRE technologies, profile costs 
differ considerably depending on how flexible the overall system is or is assumed to be in the future. 
Various studies show that the profile costs of VRE technologies can be reduced significantly through, 
among other things, consumer demand response (including temporal flexibility in charging electric 
vehicles), grid and storage capacity extensions, combining wind and solar PV with the use of 
dispatchable renewable energy technologies and also through system-friendly design, location or 
orientation/tilt of wind and solar PV plants [52,70–72]. Findings in studies indicating extremely high 
marginal profile costs for certain VRE shares (such as in [51] for solar PV shares exceeding about 15% 
and wind shares exceeding about 25%) should therefore be interpreted with care if they do not 
assume that electricity demand will be able to adjust or that low-cost supply-side flexibility options 
can be achieved. 
3.3. External Costs 
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This section introduces and discusses types of costs of electricity generation technologies that are 
not, or not fully, taken into account by the markets [73–75]. These so-called external costs are 
generally more difficult to identify and quantify than private costs because there are no markets on 
which their ‘prices’ can be observed and because, in many cases, complex environmental interactions 
occur before a burden (e.g., emission of an air pollutant) has an impact and leads to damage (e.g., a 
respiratory illness). Furthermore, many of the negative impacts are uncertain, locally removed to 
some degree from the actual source of the burden and/or occur with a significant time delay.  
3.3.1. Social Costs of Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
GHG emissions released by the combustion of fossil fuels contribute to global warming and 
ocean acidification and thus lead to damage and related costs. As will be discussed in the following, 
there are various difficulties in determining the Social Cost of Carbon (SCC), i.e., the monetized 
estimate of the change in expected social welfare resulting from a marginal change in CO2 emissions. 
Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) are typically used to derive estimates for the SCC. An 
IAM combines a global economic model with a model of the physical climate system and the carbon 
cycle. IAMs are based on estimates for the costs of a certain level of climate change [76]. These costs 
are used to calibrate the damage functions of the IAMs, which represent the costs of climate change 
for any level of global warming. 
The range of estimates of the SCC found in the literature is large. There are various reasons why 
individual studies investigating the SCC tend to provide wide ranges and why these ranges vary 
considerably between different studies. A key factor responsible for variations in SCC estimates is the 
uncertainty related to future climate change, as well as its economic impacts and the potential of 
societies to adapt. Different methodological approaches also play a role in explaining the wide range 
of SCC estimates found in the literature. Methodological approaches differ, among other things, in the 
choice of a welfare function, the choice of a discount rate, the choice of whether or how to take into 
account potential aversion towards very high-consequence impacts of climate change and the choice 
of a time horizon [77–81]. 
Table 5 shows the SCC estimates provided by a US government-commissioned study. The 
Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon was tasked with deriving SCC estimates “to 
allow agencies to incorporate the social benefits of reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into 
cost-benefit analyses of regulatory actions” [82]. While the authors acknowledge and discuss various 
general shortcomings of IAMs in their report, they nonetheless rely on three commonly used IAMs to 
derive a recommended range of SCC values. For the working group’s SCC calculations, a range of 
socio-economic and emissions scenarios were used. The three values shown in columns 2, 3 and 4 of 
Table 5 are based on three different discount rates and are averages of the three IAMs used across the 
entire range of socio-economic and emissions scenarios. To represent the possibility of 
higher-than-expected economic impacts from climate change, the study also reports the value of the 
95th percentile of the SCC estimates at a 3% discount rate. This value is shown in column 5 of Table 5. 
Table 5. Social cost of carbon estimates of CO2 emissions from the Interagency Working Group on 
Social Cost of Carbon. 
 Average 95th Percentile
Discount rate 5% 3% 2.5% 3% 
SCC value (in €2015/ton) 11 37 58 109 
Source: [82]. Notes: The CPI Inflation Calculator from the US Department of Labor 
(http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm) was used to convert the USD2007 values provided 
in the original study to USD2015 values, before applying an exchange rate of 1.1 USD/EUR for 
conversion into EUR. The values refer to CO2 emissions in the year 2015. 
Other studies, using mostly older versions of the three commonly used IAMs, tend to show 
lower values for the SCC. (A meta-analysis of 75 SCC studies released between 1982 and 2012 finds a 
mean value for the SCC of 7 USD per ton of CO2 for the year 2010 at a 3% discount rate [83]). In recent 
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years, many authors have criticised the SCC values typically derived from IAMs and have provided a 
number of arguments supporting their belief that these values are systematically too low [80,84–87]. 
Many authors argue that there is a strong case for using lower discount rates than those used for 
central SCC estimates in most studies (typically around 3%). As Table 5 indicates, the choice of 
discount rate has a considerable influence on the SCC estimate. 
Furthermore, many authors argue that the IAMs typically used lead to SCC estimates that are too 
low for at least the following two additional reasons. Firstly, several types of climate change impacts 
are not, or not fully, included in the IAMs typically used to derive SCC. Among these impacts are the 
potential secondary social effects of climate change, such as damage resulting from climate 
change-induced armed conflicts, the negative impact of climate change on non-market goods such as 
biodiversity, and the potentially significant damage from increasing ocean acidification [80,88,89]. 
Secondly, the natural tendency to be risk-averse in the face of improbable but extremely severe 
consequences of future climate change is typically not captured in SCC estimates. This is especially 
important regarding the potentially catastrophic effects associated with tipping points [79,90–92]. 
Several authors have derived considerably higher SCC values than are typically reported from 
standard IAM runs by using lower discount rates and/or addressing the aforementioned 
shortcomings of IAMs. For example, van den Bergh and Botzen [80] conclude that a lower bound to 
the SCC of €114 (US$125) per ton of CO2 can be derived when using a low discount rate and when 
taking low-probability/high-impact climate outcomes as well as risk aversion into account. The 
authors point out that this estimate still does not include various difficult to quantify climate change 
damage, so they argue that their lower bound of €114 per ton of CO2 should be regarded as a 
conservative estimate. Kopp et al. [90] have conducted a thorough sensitivity analysis of the SCC, 
using a modified version of the IAM DICE to derive scenarios with varying assumptions about the 
climate change damage specifications, calculating each scenario’s SCC for different levels of risk 
aversion. Based on the different model specifications, the authors arrive at a broad range of SCC 
estimates. Assuming medium risk aversion, their median SCC values range between €29 and €136; 
assuming high risk aversion, this range increases to €34–€626. These results illustrate that different 
assumptions on how to formalise future climate change damage can lead to considerably higher SCC 
values compared to those obtained with standard damage functions, especially when combined with 
a highly risk-averse attitude. It is not possible to choose a “best” estimate from the broad range of SCC 
estimates found in the literature. Table 6, therefore, shows the lifecycle GHG emissions costs of 
various types of electricity generation using a broad range of SCC estimates from the literature.  
Table 6. Lifecycle GHG emissions costs of electricity generation technologies assuming a social cost of 
carbon of €201511 (low), €2015114 (medium) and €2015626 (high) per ton of CO2-equivalent (in 
€-cent2015/kWh). 
Technology/Energy Source Low Medium High
Lignite 1.0 10.2 56.2 
Coal 0.9 9.0 49.6 
Natural gas 0.4 4.5 24.8 
Coal CCS (post combustion) 0.3 3.0 16.4 
Coal CCS (oxy-fuel) 0.2 2.0 11.0 
Natural gas CCS 0.1 1.5 8.3 
Biomass <0.1 0.4 2.3 
Hydro <0.1 0.1 0.4 
Solar PV <0.1 0.3 1.7 
Wind (onshore) <0.1 0.1 0.7 
Wind (offshore) <0.1 0.1 0.6 
CSP <0.1 0.2 1.3 
Geothermal <0.1 0.5 2.5 
Ocean <0.1 0.1 0.5 
Nuclear (LWR) <0.1 0.1 0.8 
Sources: Calculations based on lifecycle GHG emissions data from [93] (fossil fuels); [94] (renewable 
energy sources) and [95] (nuclear power). 
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The lower value of €11 per ton of CO2 is the central value from the Interagency Working Group 
on Social Cost of Carbon [82] for emissions in the year 2015 at the relatively high discount rate of 5%. 
For the median value, €114 per ton of CO2 is chosen, corresponding to the “lower bound” estimate by 
van den Bergh and Botzen [80]. The high value of €626 is based on the upper SCC value derived by 
Kopp et al. [90] when assuming high risk aversion. It should be noted that this range, although quite 
large, still fails to represent the full range of SCC estimates found in the literature. 
3.3.2. Impacts of Non-GHG Pollution Caused by Using Various Energy Sources 
The exploitation, transportation and conversion of fossil fuel energy sources and biomass 
invariably leads to the release of various forms of pollutants into the environment. These pollutants 
can affect air, water and soil quality and can have negative effects on human health, crops, building 
materials and the natural environment. Damage to human health resulting from air quality 
impairment is generally regarded as the most important consequence of such pollution [96] and is, 
therefore, the focus of this section. Power plants are prominent sources of pollutants such as nitrogen 
oxides, sulphur oxides, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, mercury, cadmium and lead [97]. 
Exposure to air pollution from power plants has been linked with various adverse human health 
effects. These include [98–104]: 
• Neurological damage, especially to foetuses, newborns and children, leading e.g., to mental 
retardation, seizures or delayed development; 
• Cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, e.g., strokes; 
• Pulmonary morbidity and mortality, e.g., lung cancer; 
• Respiratory diseases, especially in children, e.g., asthma. 
Particulate matter (PM), especially fine particulate matter (PM2.5) consisting of particles with a 
diameter of 2.5 micrometres or less, has been identified by numerous studies to be the most significant 
pollutant from power plants to cause negative health effects [105,106]. 
Unlike GHG emissions, which mix quickly within the earth’s atmosphere, one unit of an air 
pollutant can result in different effects and, therefore, different costs depending on the location and 
characteristics of the source of the pollution. Representative estimates for the air pollution costs of 
power plants have been derived in the past for both the EU and the USA. Table 7 shows the lifecycle 
damage costs of air pollution per kWh for different kinds of newly-built power plants in Europe, as 
provided by the European research project “New Energy Externalities Development for 
Sustainability” (NEEDS) [107]. The table does not include estimates of damage due to climate change 
or negative effects on biodiversity (including land use), as these effects are discussed in separate 
sections of this article. 
Table 7. Lifecycle air pollution costs of state-of-the-art (in around 2009) electricity generation 
technologies (2025 for CCS technologies) (in €-cent2015/kWh). 
Technology/Energy Source Health Impacts 
Crop Yield 
Losses 
Material 
Damage Sum 
Nuclear power 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.08
Offshore wind 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.07
Ocean energy 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15
CSP 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15
Natural gas (CCGT) 0.39 0.01 0.01 0.41
Natural gas (CCGT, with post-combustion CCS) 0.34 0.01 0.01 0.36
Solar PV 0.59 0.00 0.01 0.60
Lignite 0.90 0.02 0.01 0.94
Hard coal 1.31 0.02 0.02 1.36
Hard coal (with post-combustion CCS) 1.43 0.04 0.02 1.50
Hard coal (with oxy-fuel CCS) 1.04 0.02 0.02 1.08
Biomass 1.91 0.07 0.04 2.02
Source: Data from [107]. 
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It should be stressed that the power plants for which these pollution damage costs were 
calculated within the NEEDS project are generic power plants that were state-of-the-art around the 
year 2009. Currently operating power plants (in many cases decades old) typically cause much higher 
pollution damage, as they tend to use less advanced pollution control technologies and tend to be less 
efficient. The National Research Council study [96], for example, modelled the pollution damage for 
406 coal-fired power plants operating in the United States in 2005 and found an average damage of 3.2 
$-cent2007/kWh (3.3 €-cent2015/kWh) for the electricity from all plants and an average damage of 12 
$-cent2007/kWh (12.5 €-cent2015/kWh) for the 5% of electricity from the most damaging coal-fired power 
plants. These figures include only the plants’ emissions, not the full lifecycle emissions. 
Epstein et al. [108] noted that the concentration-response function for PM2.5 derived by Pope et al. 
[101] and used by both the National Research Council study and the NEEDS study provided “a low 
estimate for increases in mortality risk with increases in PM2.5 exposure”. Epstein et al. [108] point to a 
study by Schwartz et al. [109] that puts forward an estimate for PM2.5-related mortality considerably 
higher than that of Pope et al. [101]. According to Epstein et al. [108], using the concentration-response 
function of the study by Schwartz et al. [109] would lead to damage almost three times higher. Machol 
and Rizk [110] also find much higher external health costs than the National Research Council for coal 
power generation in the USA [96]. The differences in damage cost estimates between the studies 
highlight the considerable uncertainties in this field. The main uncertainties concern the negative 
health effects of pollutants, especially at relatively low levels, and the appropriate values to choose for 
a statistical life or a life year. 
3.3.3. Landscape and Noise Impacts 
Electricity generation plants may impact on people’s welfare if they are affected by the visual 
appearance of these plants, by the landscape changes they cause or by the noise they emit. Wind 
power plants have been the most frequent subject of recent public discussion and scientific literature 
in terms of their impact on the landscape and the noise pollution they create. 
One strand of literature on the landscape and noise externalities of wind power plants relies on 
the revealed preference method of examining the impact that new wind turbines (or the announcement 
of wind turbine development) have on the market value of nearby houses or properties. Results from 
these studies are mixed, with studies for North America generally finding no statistically significant 
relationship between wind turbine development and housing or property prices [111–114], but 
studies for several European countries finding evidence of a negative relationship [115–118]. These 
differences in the findings between European and US studies suggest that people in the USA are 
generally less disturbed by wind power plants located near their houses than people living in Europe. 
However, no literature was found that examines the reasons for these differences. 
Another strand of literature relies on stated preference methods to infer how individuals value 
changes in their environment by establishing hypothetical markets through surveys. These studies 
[119–122] find that many people would be willing to pay to increase the distance of wind turbines to 
their homes or to the recreational areas they visit during holidays, up to a certain distance. Several of 
these studies find that younger people hold weaker preferences for reducing the disamenity impacts 
of wind turbines than older people. Ladenburg and Lutzeyer [120] note that an interesting question in 
this regard is whether this “age effect” is permanent or not. If it is permanent, i.e., if it is a generation 
effect, then the external landscape cost of wind power, if all things remain equal, can be expected to 
decline in the future. 
Most of the literature sources examining visual and noise disamenities from wind power plants 
do not provide estimates, or enable estimates to be derived, for the related external costs per unit of 
generated electricity. Table 8 lists estimates for the external costs of landscape and noise impacts from 
five studies which provide this kind of information. As seen in Table 8, the estimates vary widely. 
However, all but one estimate is around 0.3 €-cent/kWh or lower, with the notable exception being a 
range of about 0.5–2 €-cent derived from a study for The Netherlands [115]. The differences in the cost 
estimates are likely to be due mainly to differences in the studies’ geographical scope as well as their 
methodological approaches. As mentioned above, in Europe people generally appear to feel more 
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negative about wind power plants than in the US, and since the Netherlands is one of the most 
densely populated countries in Europe, more people tend to be affected by wind power plants 
compared to countries with a smaller population density. In terms of methodology, stated preference 
methods may tend to underestimate the full disamenity costs, as these methods may not capture all 
types of impacts (e.g., only visual but not noise impacts). 
Table 8. Costs of landscape and noise impacts of onshore and offshore wind power plants at various 
locations in Europe and the USA according to several studies. 
Type of 
Wind 
Power 
Study 
Geographical 
Scope 
Method 
Costs of Landscape 
and Noise Impacts 
(in €-cent/kWh) 
Comments 
Onshore 
[115] The Netherlands 
Revealed 
preference 
0.90 
Average; full range: 0.5–2.0; 
own assumptions made to derive 
per kWh costs: home buyers 
consider disamenity over 25 years 
and the average full load hours of 
onshore wind turbines in the 
Netherlands are 2300/a 
[123] South Evia, Greece Stated preference 0.27 - 
[124] Denmark 
Revealed 
preference 
0.02 
Investigated area sparsely 
populated 
Offshore 
[119] Delaware, USA Stated preference 
0.28 
Wind farm assumed to be  
3.6 miles from the coast 
0.07 
Wind farm assumed to be 6 miles 
from the coast 
[125] 
Lake Michigan 
Area, USA 
Stated preference 0.08 Mean value provided 
Hydropower plants (especially those with dams) may also have relevant external landscape 
effects [126]. Several studies examine the impact of hydropower dams on nearby property prices [127–129] 
or use other revealed preference or stated preference methods to learn about people’s preferences 
(e.g., concerning recreational usage) for free-flowing rivers and dammed river stretches [130–133]. 
However, results from these studies are not conclusive and they do not enable the related externalities 
from this technology to be quantified. A key challenge to establishing a general figure for the 
landscape externality of hydropower plants is that these plants’ structures and impacts tend to differ 
significantly from one location to another. 
The NEEDS study has chosen not to attempt to quantify damage derived from negative visual 
impacts for any of the technologies it analyses, noting that this damage is “affected by a considerable 
variability in time and space, which makes it impossible to adopt benefit transfer methods” [134]. At 
the same time, the authors of the NEEDS study state that there appears to be a “reasonable 
consensus” that this type of externality is not substantial compared to other types of externalities. 
3.3.4. Impacts on Ecosystems and Biodiversity (Non-Climate Change-Related) 
Electricity generation from various sources may lead to negative impacts on ecosystems and 
biodiversity. Impacts on ecosystems may take the form of damage to land, plant life, or animals. If, as 
a result of these impacts, the survival (locally or even globally) of a plant or animal species is 
threatened, biodiversity may be reduced. 
The monetary impacts on ecosystems from human-induced climate change should ideally be 
included in the cost estimates for the GHG emissions discussed in Section 3.3.1. However, many of the 
IAMs used to estimate GHG emissions costs do not take ecosystem impacts fully into account 
[79,135]. 
Table 9 shows estimates for the biodiversity costs of impacts caused by various forms of 
electricity generation as provided by the NEEDS study. Costs are shown separately for the impacts of 
airborne emissions and land-use changes and are assessed for newly-built, state-of-the-art power 
plants around the year 2009 (with the exception of CCS power plants, for which cost estimates are 
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provided for the year 2025, as these kinds of plants were not in operation in 2009). The sum of both 
cost elements is low for most technologies when compared to the most relevant types of quantifiable 
external costs, i.e., GHG emissions costs (see Table 6) and health impact costs (see Table 7). 
Table 9. Estimates for the costs of biodiversity impacts of state-of-the-art electricity generation 
technologies around the year 2009 (2025 for CCS technologies) (in €-cent2015/kWh). 
Technology/Energy Source Due to Airborne 
Emissions 
Due to Land 
Use Changes Sum 
Nuclear power <0.01 0.01 <0.1 
Offshore wind 0.00 n.a. n.a. 
Ocean energy 0.01 0.00 <0.1 
CSP 0.01 n.a. n.a. 
Natural gas (CCGT) 0.04 0.01 <0.1 
Natural gas (CCGT, with post-combustion CCS) 0.02 0.02 <0.1 
Solar PV 0.02 n.a. n.a. 
Lignite 0.09 0.01 0.1 
Hard coal 0.11 0.06 0.2 
Hard coal (with post-combustion CCS) 0.21 0.07 0.3 
Hard coal (with oxy-fuel CCS) 0.09 0.07 0.2 
Biomass 0.24 0.82 1.1 
Source: Data from [107]. 
It should be emphasised that due to a lack of data and a lack of a well-established methodology, 
these estimates of impacts on biodiversity are crude and imperfect. The complexity of nature’s 
interdependencies and the contested question of whether animals and plants have an intrinsic value 
beyond their immediate value to mankind make such estimates a difficult exercise. Consequently, the 
figures cited here and shown in Table 9 should be treated with caution. 
Furthermore, the cost estimates provided in Table 9 are not based on a full lifecycle assessment. 
Studies that attempt to systematically quantify and monetise the lifecycle effects on ecosystems, 
especially of fossil and nuclear fuel extraction, are not available. 
Finally, biodiversity may also be affected directly by the physical structures of the power plants 
and their supporting equipment; this aspect is not included in the estimates provided in Table 9. This 
is most relevant for birds and bats, which are at risk of colliding with the physical structures. 
Collisions by birds and bats are most frequently discussed in the public domain and the literature in 
relation to wind power plants [136,137]. There are also indications of bird and bat deaths at solar 
thermal power plants and large-scale solar PV plants [138,139], although it should be noted that the 
estimated avian mortality from both wind and solar power plants is reported to be significantly lower 
than from other human structures or activities, such as buildings and road vehicles [139]. 
Due to a lack of reliable and representative data, the specific threat that bird and bat fatalities at 
these and other types of power plants pose to biodiversity is difficult to gauge and clearly even more 
difficult to monetise. To the author’s knowledge, to date there have been no studies that attempt to 
monetise the potential damage to biodiversity from bird or bat collisions. 
3.3.5. External Costs Associated with Radionuclide Emissions 
Radionuclide emissions can occur and be hazardous for human health during various stages of 
the nuclear power lifecycle. The likelihood and expected damage caused by large-scale nuclear 
accidents, as well as the question of how to monetise this damage, are highly contested issues in the 
literature and are the main reason for the wide divergence of external cost estimates of nuclear power. 
It should be noted that, in principle, large-scale accidents at other types of power plants may also lead 
to external costs. However, these non-internalised costs of non-nuclear accidents are reported to be 
negligible [140,141]. 
Severe accidents at nuclear power stations or other nuclear facilities, defined as accidents in 
which significant amounts of radioactive substances are released into the environment, have two 
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important characteristics: the probability of such an accident occurring is very small and the potential 
damage is very high. The most common method for estimating the cost of a potential future accident 
is to calculate the summation of the probability of the occurrence of a scenario (Pi) leading to an 
accident multiplied by the monetised damage from that accident (Ci) over all plausible scenarios (i). 
This “expected damage” approach [142] can be represented by: 
Expected value of damage = ∑ Pi·Ci  
Studies that use this method typically conclude that the costs of a severe nuclear accident are 
small when expressed on a per kWh basis. However, using this method for determining the costs to 
society of a large-scale nuclear accident is frequently criticised in the literature. Critics point out that 
the public is generally very concerned about large-scale nuclear accidents and would be willing to 
pay much more than the expected value of damage to reduce or prevent the risks associated with a 
severe nuclear accident—even if the probability of such an accident is small. This discrepancy 
between expected damage calculations and public preferences might be due to a general aversion to 
risk of significant damage. Regarding severe nuclear accidents, people might not only be anxious 
about the negative impacts on their own health, but could also feel hostile about the drastic changes to 
society that could potentially ensue [143,144]. 
However, not only is the question of how to interpret or weight the expected value of damage 
from a nuclear accident heavily debated in the literature, but the calculation of the expected value 
itself is also difficult and contentious. Both the probability (P) and the cost (C) of a nuclear accident 
scenario are difficult to determine. The probability of a severe nuclear accident is typically estimated 
by applying a probabilistic safety assessment (PSA). A PSA evaluates the potential causes of an 
accident, the probabilities of occurrence and the corresponding expected environmental releases 
[145]. Numerous PSA studies have been carried out in the past for different types of nuclear reactors 
and they typically conclude that for up-to-date reactor designs severe nuclear accidents are likely to 
happen no more than once every 100,000 to 10 million reactor years [142]. 
However, doubts are expressed by some authors about whether the PSA values are reliable 
estimates of the actual risk of severe accidents, even at newly-built reactors. It is argued that certain 
events, such as human misconduct, undiscovered manufacturing defects or complex, cross-linked 
system reactions can only be described in an incomplete manner by a PSA [144]. Furthermore, it is 
obviously extremely difficult to quantify—especially decades in advance—the risks to nuclear 
facilities posed by terrorism or warfare. Studies attempting to quantify the externalities of nuclear 
power typically note that potential safety risks posed by terrorism are not taken into account 
[134,146]. 
Beyond the uncertainty about the probability of severe nuclear accidents, there are also 
significant uncertainties regarding the costs of such accidents if they occur [142,147,148]. 
It can be concluded that due to high uncertainties and methodological challenges it is extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, to derive from the literature a meaningful range for the overall external 
costs of electricity generation from nuclear power. However, there is a general consensus in the 
literature that the external costs of nuclear power plants’ normal operation (including damage caused 
by lifecycle GHG emissions and other pollutants as discussed above) are significantly lower than 
those for fossil fuel based electricity generation. Based on the NEEDS study [107] and Rabl and Rabl 
[146], a likely cost range for the external costs of normal operation may be 0.1–0.4 €-cent/kWh. 
External costs from nuclear accidents, however, are much more uncertain. Rabl and Rabl [146] derive 
a range of about 0.1–2.3 €-cent/kWh with a central value of about 0.4 €-cent/kWh. 
Due to the profound empirical and methodological challenges in quantifying the external costs of 
nuclear electricity generation, many authors suggest that any estimates of these kinds of costs should 
be treated with great caution—even more so than estimates of the external costs of other electricity 
generation technologies. Some authors suggest that ranking nuclear power and other power 
generation technologies should not be based on highly uncertain social cost estimates, but should 
rather rely on alternative tools, such as Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) [134]. 
3.3.6. Other Potential External Costs 
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Other potential externalities of electricity generation are occasionally discussed in the literature. 
Among these additional potential externalities are: 
• Supply disruptions [134,149,150]; 
• Unintended funding of terrorism through the purchase of fossil fuels or uranium [151]; 
• Resettlement of people [152–155]; 
• Non-renewable resource extraction [156–158]; 
• Water withdrawal, consumption and contamination [159]; 
• Increased seismicity [160]; 
• Toxicity of materials used to build/manufacture plants [159]; 
• Type of ownership/preferences for self-subsistence [161,162]. 
Whether all these effects are externalities or not and, if they are, whether their respective costs are 
relevant or not is difficult to ascertain. To the author’s knowledge, no quantitative and universal 
estimates of these potential externalities exist. 
4. Synthesis: Comparing the Social Costs of Electricity Generation Technologies 
4.1. Current Costs 
Based on the extensive literature review presented in Section 3, Tables 10 and 11 offer an 
overview of the social costs of electricity generation for various types of newly-built power plants in 
Europe and the USA respectively. As mentioned in Section 3.1.5, the analysis is limited to selected 
technologies for reasons of brevity. 
The tables include available quantitative estimates for different types of external costs—albeit in 
many cases with considerable uncertainties. Indications are given in the tables about the role played 
by two additional types of external costs, which may be relevant but for which understanding is 
insufficient to derive meaningful quantitative estimates. The additional potential non-quantifiable 
external costs listed in Section 3.3.6 are not listed in Table 10 or Table 11 as, based on the literature, it is 
not possible to assess whether these are relevant or not. However, it should be mentioned that these 
potential additional external costs appear to be more relevant for nuclear power and fossil fuel 
technologies than for renewable energy technologies. 
All the elements of system costs, as well as all external costs other than those associated with 
GHG emissions, vary significantly from one type of electricity system to another, and sometimes even 
within a particular electricity system. However, for reasons of simplification and because the 
information provided by the literature was deemed to be insufficient to confidently derive ranges for 
the external costs and the system costs, only point estimates of typical values are provided in the 
tables below. It should be kept in mind that, in specific circumstances, actual costs may deviate 
considerably from the values shown here. For plant-level costs, on the other hand, ranges as derived 
in Section 3.1.5 are included in the tables. There is also insufficient information in the literature to 
reliably quantify differences in system costs and external costs between Europe and the USA, so these 
are assumed to be identical in both regions, with the exception of the landscape and noise disamenity 
costs of onshore wind power. This is an oversimplification, as it is likely that due to (among other 
things) differences in geography, population density and solar and wind resources, there are 
non-negligible differences in the specific system costs and air pollution costs between Europe and the 
USA. 
Using past annual transmission and distribution investments in Germany [163], it is estimated 
that average transmission costs of non-variable, dispatchable electricity generation are around 0.5 
€-cent/kWh. Median estimates for the additional costs for grid extension and reinforcement for VRE 
electricity generation are between 0.1 and 1.4 €-cent/kWh, with the specific costs of solar PV tending 
to be a bit higher than for wind. Here we assume additional costs of 0.5 €-cent/kWh for electricity 
from onshore and offshore wind and of 1 €-cent/kWh for solar PV power plants. This leads to total 
transmission costs of 1 €-cent/kWh for electricity generation from wind power plants (both onshore 
and offshore) and of 1.5 €-cent/kWh for electricity generation from solar PV power plants. 
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Table 10. Overview of the estimated specific social costs of electricity generation in Europe from several types of current newly-built power plants. 
Type of Cost 
Costs in €-cent/kWh
Renewables Nuclear 
(at a 3% Discount 
Rate) 
Nuclear 
(at a 6% Discount 
Rate) 
Fossil Fuels
Onshore 
Wind 
Offshore 
Wind 
Solar PV
(Utility-Scale) 
Natural Gas 
(CCGT) 
Hard Coal 
Plant-level costs 
Installation costs (central values) 4.4 7.6 5.8 3.4 6.2 0.7 1.5 
O&M costs (central values) 2.0 3.6 2.0 1.6 1.6 0.6 0.8 
Fuel costs (central values) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.9 4.9 2.0 
Sum of plant-level costs (w/o CO2 costs) 
(central values; ranges in parenthesis) 
6.4
(2.5–9.7) 
11.2
(7.5–14.9) 
7.8
(5.3–10.1) 
5.8
(4.8–6.9) 
8.6
(6.8–10.1) 
6.2
(5.9–6.7) 
4.3  
(3.3–4.8) 
System costs 
Grid costs 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Balancing costs 0.3 0.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 
Profile costs 
(additional costs for VRE plants for shares of around or 
below 10% for wind and solar PV each) 
1.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 
Sum of system costs 2.3 2.3 2.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Quantifiable external costs 
GHG emissions costs 
(at 114 €/t CO2) 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 4.5 9.0 
Air pollution costs 
(state-of-the art plants) 
<0.1 <0.1 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 0.4 1.4 
Landscape and noise disamenity costs 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 
Sum of quantifiable external costs 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.1 4.9 10.4 
SUM OF ALL QUANTIFIABLE COSTS
(with central plant-level values; with plant-level ranges 
in parenthesis) 
9.3  
(5.4–12.6) 
13.8  
(10.1–17.5) 
10.6  
(8.1–12.9) 
6.4  
(5.4–7.5) 
9.2  
(7.4–10.7) 
11.6  
(11.3–12.1) 
15.2  
(14.2–15.7) 
Potentially relevant non-quantifiable external costs 
Radioactive contamination  
(especially resulting from nuclear accidents) 
- - - x x - - 
Ecosystem and biodiversity impacts  
(non-climate change related) 
x x x x x x x 
Sources: The original sources of the data presented in this table, as well as (where applicable) the assumptions made and approaches taken to derive representative 
values, can be found in the discussion of each cost type in Section 3 and in the text of this subsection (Section 4.1). 
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Table 11. Overview of the estimated specific social costs of electricity generation in the USA from several types of current newly-built power plants. 
Type of Cost 
Costs in €-cent/kWh
Renewables Nuclear 
(at a 3% Discount 
Rate) 
Nuclear 
(at a 6% Discount 
Rate) 
Fossil Fuels
Onshore 
Wind 
Offshore 
Wind 
Solar PV 
(Utility-Scale) 
Natural Gas 
(CCGT) 
Hard Coal 
Plant-level costs 
Installation costs (central values) 2.7 7.4 3.1 3.4 6.2 0.7 2.2 
O&M costs (central values) 1.4 3.6 0.9 1.6 1.6 0.5 1 
Fuel costs (central values) 0 0 0 0.9 0.9 2.7 1.7 
Sum of plant-level costs (w/o CO2 costs) 
(central values; ranges in parenthesis) 
4.1
(2.7–9.1) 
11.0
(7.5–14.9) 
4.0
(2.8–5.4) 
5.8
(4.8–6.9) 
8.6
(6.8–10.1) 
3.8
(3.4–4.5) 
4.9
(4.0–5.7) 
System costs 
Grid costs 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Balancing costs  0.3 0.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 
Profile costs 
(additional costs for VRE plants for shares of around or 
below 10% for wind and solar PV each) 
1.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 
Sum of system costs 2.3 2.3 2.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
External costs 
GHG emissions costs 
(at 114 €/t CO2) 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 4.5 9.0 
Air pollution costs 
(state-of-the art plants) 
<0.1 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.4 1.4 
Landscape and noise disamenity costs 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 
Sum of quantifiable external costs 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 4.9 10.4
SUM OF ALL QUANTIFIABLE COSTS
(with central plant-level values;  
with plant-level ranges in parenthesis) 
6.7  
(5.3–11.7) 
13.6  
(10.1–17.5) 
6.6  
(5.4–8.0) 
6.4  
(5.4–7.5) 
9.2  
(7.4–10.7) 
9.2  
(8.8–9.9) 
15.8  
(14.9–16.6) 
Potentially relevant non-quantifiable external costs 
Radioactive contamination  
(especially resulting from nuclear accidents) 
- - - x x - - 
Ecosystem and biodiversity impacts  
(non-climate change related) 
x x x x x x x 
Sources: The original sources of the data presented in this table, as well as (where applicable) the assumptions made and approaches taken to derive representative 
values, can be found in the discussion of each cost type in Section 3 and in the text of this subsection (Section 4.1).  
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Balancing costs are also generally believed to be much more significant for electricity generation 
from VRE sources than for electricity generation from dispatchable sources. The few literature sources 
available which estimate the balancing costs of dispatchable power plants indicate that these costs for 
these plants are negligible. It is assumed in this paper for simplicity that these costs are zero for 
dispatchable power plants. Balancing costs for electricity generation from wind are given by various 
literature sources at about 0.3 €-cent/kWh, with no clear correlation with wind penetration level. Few 
sources provide information on the balancing costs of electricity generation from solar PV plants, but 
the quantitative and qualitative information available suggests specific balancing costs are likely to be 
somewhat lower for solar PV than for wind. Specific balancing costs for electricity generation from 
solar PV power plants are, therefore, assumed to be 0.2 €-cent/kWh in this article. 
Literature estimates on specific profile costs vary considerably and generally increase as the 
penetration level of VRE generation grows. Currently, in most electricity systems in Europe and the 
USA, the respective shares of wind power generation are below 10% and of solar PV generation below 
5%, so specific marginal profile costs are currently relatively low and are assumed in this article to be 
1 €-cent/kWh for both wind and solar PV. No reliable information was found on the difference 
between profile costs for electricity generation from onshore wind and offshore wind, so no 
differentiation between the two could be made. However, it is likely that the generally higher capacity 
factors and steadier generation of offshore wind turbines mean that these are associated with lower 
profile costs than onshore turbines. 
While electricity systems with only dispatchable power plants also require some balancing and 
excess generating capacities, the associated costs for dispatchable power plants are relatively small 
and are assumed to be zero. It should be stressed that this is only true under the assumption that the 
electricity system contains a cost-optimal mix of thermal baseload power plants (fossil fuel and/or 
nuclear power). This assumption allows for no system costs to be allocated to baseload power plants 
but it also means that if there were plans to significantly increase the penetration of nuclear power, for 
example, the marginal costs of additional plants would eventually be higher than indicated in this 
article. 
It should be stressed that in the following tables the marginal profile costs are given (as opposed 
to the average profile costs), as the aim is to compare the cost of additional electricity generation from 
any one technology. This also means that in Tables 10–12 and even more so in Tables 13–15, the 
average costs of wind and solar PV electricity generation are lower than the marginal costs shown. 
In terms of the costs of GHG emissions, the medium value for the SCC as derived in Section 3.3.1 
is used. As there is considerable disagreement about the “appropriate” SCC value and as this type of 
external cost significantly influences the social costs of fossil fuel technologies, Table 12 provides a 
sensitivity analysis of the quantifiable social costs using the lower and higher SCC values derived in 
Section 3.3.1. For reasons of brevity, this sensitivity analysis is only shown for Europe. For air 
pollution costs, the values from the NEEDS study as presented in Section 3.3.2 are used. As the 
specific (life-cycle) GHG and air pollution emissions of solar PV plants are based on European 
conditions and typical solar PV capacity factors in the US are roughly twice those in Europe, the 
specific GHG and air pollution costs of solar PV plants in the USA are assumed to be half of those in 
Europe. 
As a third quantifiable external type of cost, the landscape and noise disamenity costs are also 
estimated based on the literature discussed in Section 3.3.3. These costs are assumed to be relevant 
only for onshore and offshore wind power and not for any other type of power plant. For onshore 
wind, disamenity costs of 0.5 €-cent/kWh are assumed for Europe. This corresponds to the lower 
value derived from the study for the Netherlands [115], because other studies (such as [123]) arrive at 
lower costs and the population density of the Netherlands is much higher than the European average. 
For the USA, disamenity costs for onshore wind appear to be lower and are assumed to be 0.2 
€-cent/kWh in this article. For offshore wind, disamenity costs for both Europe and the USA are 
assumed to be 0.2 €-cent/kWh. 
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Table 12. Sensitivity to the assumed social cost of carbon value of the estimated specific social costs of electricity generation in Europe from several types of current 
newly-built power plants. 
Type of Cost 
Costs in €-cent/kWh 
Renewables Nuclear 
(at a 3% Discount 
Rate) 
Nuclear 
(at a 6% Discount 
Rate) 
Fossil Fuels 
Onshore 
Wind 
Offshore 
Wind 
Solar PV 
(Utility-Scale) 
Natural Gas 
(CCGT) Hard Coal 
GHG emissions costs 
Low 
(11 €/t CO2) 
<0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.4 0.9 
Medium 
(114 €/t CO2) 
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 4.5 9.0 
High 
(626 €/t CO2) 
0.7 0.6 1.7 0.8 0.8 24.8 49.6 
All other quantifiable costs  
(with central plant-level values)
9.2 13.7 10.3 6.3 9.1 7.1 6.2 
SUM OF ALL QUANTIFIABLE COSTS  
(with central plant-level values) 
Low CO2 costs 
(11 €/t CO2) 
9.2 13.7 10.3 6.3 9.1 7.5 7.1 
Medium CO2 costs 
(114 €/t CO2) 
9.3 13.8 10.6 6.4 9.2 11.6 15.2 
High CO2 costs 
(626 €/t CO2)
9.9 14.3 12.0 7.1 9.9 31.9 55.8 
Sources: The original sources of the data presented in this table, as well as (where applicable) the assumptions made and approaches taken to derive representative 
values, can be found in the discussion of each cost type in Section 3 and in the text of this subsection (Section 4.1).  
Table 13. Overview of the estimated specific social costs of electricity generation in Europe from several types of power plants assumed to start operating in 2040. 
Type of Cost 
Costs in €-cent/kWh 
Renewables Nuclear 
(at a 3% Discount 
Rate) 
Nuclear 
(at a 6% Discount 
Rate) 
Fossil Fuels 
Onshore 
Wind Offshore Wind 
Solar PV 
(Utility-Scale) 
Natural Gas 
(CCGT) Hard Coal 
Sum of plant-level costs (w/o CO2 costs)  
(central values; ranges in parenthesis)
5.5  
(2.3–8.3) 
7.6  
(4.7–11.1) 
4.6  
(3.0–6.2) 
5.8  
(4.8–6.9)
8.6  
(6.8–10.1)
6.2  
(5.9–6.7)
4.3  
(3.3–4.8) 
Grid costs 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Balancing costs  0.3 0.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 
Profile costs (additional costs for VRE plants for shares of around 35% 
for wind and 15% for solar PV) 
2.5 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 
Sum of system costs 3.8 3.8 3.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Sum of quantifiable external costs 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 4.9 10.4 
SUM OF ALL QUANTIFIABLE COSTS 
(with central plant-level values;  
with plant-level ranges in parenthesis)
9.8  
(6.6–12.6) 
11.6  
(8.5–15.1) 
8.4  
(6.8–10.0) 
6.4  
(5.4–7.5) 
9.2  
(7.4–10.7) 
11.6  
(11.3–12.1) 
15.2  
(14.2–15.7) 
Sources: The original sources of the data presented in this table, as well as (where applicable) the assumptions made and approaches taken to derive representative 
values, can be found in the discussion of each cost type in Section 3 and in the text of this subsection (Section 4.2). 
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Table 14. Overview of the estimated specific social costs of electricity generation in the USA from several types of power plants assumed to start operating in 2040. 
Type of Cost 
Costs in €-cent/kWh 
Renewables Nuclear 
(at a 3% Discount 
Rate) 
Nuclear 
(at a 6% Discount 
Rate) 
Fossil Fuels 
Onshore 
Wind 
Offshore 
Wind 
Solar PV 
(Utility-Scale) 
Natural Gas 
(CCGT) 
Hard Coal 
Sum of plant-level costs (w/o CO2 costs)  
(central values; ranges in parenthesis) 
3.7  
(2.3–7.2) 
7.6   
(4.7–11.1) 
2.7  
(1.6–3.4) 
5.8  
(4.8–6.9) 
8.6  
(6.8–10.1) 
3.8  
(3.4–4.5) 
4.9  
(4.0–5.7) 
Grid costs 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Balancing costs 0.3 0.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 
Profile costs 
(additional costs for VRE plants for shares of around 35% for 
wind and 15% for solar PV) 
2.5 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 
Sum of system costs 3.8 3.8 3.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Sum of quantifiable external costs 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 4.9 10.4 
SUM OF ALL QUANTIFIABLE COSTS 
(with central plant-level values;  
with plant-level ranges in parenthesis)
7.8  
(6.4–11.3) 
11.6  
(8.7–15.1) 
6.5  
(5.4–7.2) 
6.4  
(5.4–7.5) 
9.2  
(7.4–10.7) 
9.2  
(8.8–9.9) 
15.8  
(14.9–16.6) 
Sources: The original sources of the data presented in this table, as well as (where applicable) the assumptions made and approaches taken to derive representative 
values, can be found in the discussion of each cost type in Section 3 and in the text of this subsection (Section 4.2).  
Table 15. Overview of the estimated specific social costs (central values) of electricity generation in Europe from several types of power plants built in 2040 
depending on how profile costs are allocated. 
Type of Cost 
Costs in €-cent/kWh 
Renewables Nuclear 
(at a 3% Discount 
Rate) 
Nuclear 
(at a 6% Discount 
Rate) 
Fossil Fuels 
Onshore 
Wind 
Offshore 
Wind 
Solar PV 
(Utility-Scale) 
Natural Gas 
(CCGT) Hard Coal 
Sum of plant-level 
costs... 
...when all of the profile costs are 
allocated to VRE generation 
5.5 7.6 4.6 5.8 8.6 6.2 4.3 
...when parts of the profile costs are 
allocated to baseload generation 
5.5 7.6 4.6 8.9 13.6 6.9 5.7 
Sum of system 
costs... 
...when all of the profile costs are 
allocated to VRE generation 
3.8 3.8 3.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
...when parts of the profile costs are 
allocated to baseload generation 
2.8 2.8 1.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Sum of quantifiable external costs 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 4.9 10.4 
SUM OF ALL 
QUANTIFIABLE 
COSTS... 
...when all of the profile costs are 
allocated to VRE generation 
9.8 11.6 8.4 6.4 9.2 11.6 15.2 
...when parts of the profile costs are 
allocated to baseload generation 
8.8 10.6 5.9 9.5 14.2 12.3 16.6 
Sources: The original sources of the data presented in this table, as well as (where applicable) the assumptions made and approaches taken to derive representative 
values, can be found in the discussion of each cost type in Section 3 and in the text of this subsection (Section 4.2). 
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Due to the extremely wide range of estimates of the external costs of potential nuclear accidents, 
this type of externality is classified in this article as a “non-quantifiable” external cost. While cost 
estimates of the impact on the ecosystem and on biodiversity do exist, these estimates do not appear 
to be comprehensive and, due to a lack of similar analysis in the literature, it is unclear how reliable 
they are. Therefore, the costs of ecosystem and biodiversity impacts are also classified as 
“non-quantifiable”. 
As Table 10 shows, when only considering the quantifiable social costs and neglecting 
differences in investment risks, nuclear power is currently the cheapest option for electricity 
generation in Europe, although onshore wind power at good sites can have comparable costs. 
Assuming, on the other hand, that the greater investment risks for nuclear power plants are 
adequately captured by a higher discount rate of 6%, both nuclear power and typical onshore wind 
power plants exhibit virtually the same quantifiable social central value cost of just over 9 
€-cent/kWh. In the USA, nuclear power (when neglecting higher investment risks), utility-scale solar 
PV and onshore wind power plants currently exhibit the lowest quantifiable social costs, with their 
central values all between 6 and 7 €-cent/kWh. Regarding the values for nuclear power, it should be 
stressed that these costs do not include the risks associated with accidents at—or attacks on—nuclear 
power facilities. 
4.2. Expected Costs in 2040 
Tables 13 and 14 show the estimated social costs of electricity generation in Europe and the USA 
for plants to be built in 2040. For these tables, it is assumed that the plant-level costs of renewable 
energy technologies will continue to decline in the coming decades due to further reductions in 
investment and O&M costs. Specifically, capital costs and O&M costs in 2040 for onshore wind, 
offshore wind and solar PV are taken from Teske et al. [6], which use an experience curve approach 
to estimate future costs. The capacity factors are assumed to remain constant, with the exception of 
solar PV in the USA. For this technology the central estimate for capacity factor was assumed to 
decline from the current value of 25.8% to 23%, given that it is likely that future deployment at 
higher penetration rates will no longer be able to focus so strongly on the best solar irradiation sites 
[43]. The costs of electricity generation from fossil fuel technologies remain constant, under the 
assumption that any technological learning that may still take place between today and 2040 will be 
compensated for by rising fuel prices. The costs of power generation from nuclear power also 
remain constant, under the assumption that the nuclear industry will be successful in avoiding the 
type of cost increases that have been observed in past decades, especially in the USA and Europe 
[164–166]. 
In 2040, the penetration rate of VRE technologies in Europe and the USA is likely to be much 
higher than today, perhaps around 50% [30,167]. Therefore, for the marginal specific profile costs of 
VRE electricity generation in 2040, the cost estimates in the literature for higher VRE shares are 
relevant. It is assumed that solar PV will have a share of about 15% and will cause specific marginal 
profile costs of 2.5 €-cent, while the same marginal costs are assumed to accrue for wind power for 
an anticipated share of about 35%. These marginal profile cost estimates for wind and solar PV are 
somewhat lower than those found by Ueckerdt et al. [51] for similar VRE shares. Lower values were 
chosen because the other two studies cited in Section 3.2.3 arrive at lower marginal and/or average 
profile costs than Ueckerdt et al. [51], even at penetration rates at which VRE overproduction costs 
(which are not included in the other two studies) do not yet play a role according to Ueckerdt et al. 
[51].  
For the sake of simplicity, all other system costs are held constant at their current values, 
although specific balancing costs, for example, may decline over time as a result of technological 
progress. For the most part, the external costs are also assumed to remain constant, although the 
expected further improvements in the lifecycle GHG and air pollution emissions for wind and solar 
PV plants are taken into account. Detailed information about the specific assumptions can be found 
in the Supplementary Materials. For reasons of brevity, the non-quantifiable external costs are not 
listed again in Tables 13 and 14. 
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As it is a matter of debate whether or not it is appropriate to allocate the full profile costs of 
additional VRE power generation to the new VRE power plants, Table 15 takes another approach to 
allocating these costs in a technology specific comparison for 2040. This alternative approach 
assumes that the additional costs caused by new VRE power generation in the residual system are 
allocated to the dispatchable power plants, as this is where these costs actually manifest themselves. 
Specifically, it is assumed that the capacity factors of the dispatchable power plants decrease from 
85% (current estimate) to 50% in 2040. This leads to considerably higher plant-level costs of the 
dispatchable power plants. Taking such an approach, the profile costs of VRE electricity generation 
consist only of the overproduction costs, as the additional costs accruing in the residual system are 
now reflected in the higher costs of dispatchable electricity generation. Following Ueckerdt et al. 
[51], the overproduction costs are assumed to be 1.5 €-cent/kWh for wind for a share of 35% and 
negligible for solar PV for a share of 15%. 
As Table 13 suggests, in Europe and the USA further plant-level cost reductions for solar PV 
and wind power by 2040 are expected to be partly compensated (solar PV, offshore wind) or even 
overcompensated (onshore wind) by higher system costs, if profile costs are fully allocated to VRE 
power generation. Therefore, in Europe, nuclear power may still be the least expensive option in 
terms of quantifiable social costs, when not accounting for its higher investment risks. If these are 
taken into consideration by using a higher discount rate of 6%, the central cost estimate is lowest for 
solar PV (8.4 €-cent/kWh), followed by nuclear power (9.2 €-cent/kWh) and onshore wind (9.8 
€-cent/kWh). When the increase in the specific costs of the residual system due to additional VRE 
power penetration is not allocated to wind and solar PV, but to the dispatchable power plants that 
will suffer from lower capacity factors, solar PV and onshore wind can be expected to be the 
cheapest options in 2040, followed by nuclear power and offshore wind.  
In the USA, by 2040, when fully allocating the profile costs to VRE power generation and 
ignoring differences in investment risks, both nuclear power and solar PV can be expected to have 
virtually the same quantifiable social costs, followed by onshore wind. Solar PV and onshore wind 
are clearly expected to be the options with the lowest quantifiable social costs if the additional risks 
of nuclear power investments are taken into account (by using a 6% discount rate) and/or if parts of 
the profile costs are allocated to the dispatchable plants. 
In both Europe and the USA, electricity from offshore wind, solar thermal power plants and 
coal CCS plants (the latter two are not shown in the tables) is expected to remain more expensive 
than electricity from other low-carbon sources, namely onshore wind, solar PV and nuclear power 
[21,168]. 
5. Conclusions and Further Research Needs 
The literature review in Section 3 and the synthesis in Section 4 emphasise that not only 
plant-level costs, but also system costs and external costs are relevant when comparing the social 
costs of electricity generation. According to the cost estimates used here, system costs may (in the 
future) constitute more than 50% of the total social costs of VRE power generation at relatively high 
VRE market penetration (and assuming that the profile costs of additional VRE power generation 
are allocated entirely to VRE power generation itself). The quantifiable external costs, on the other 
hand, are most relevant for fossil fuel power generation and may account for about 25% of the total 
quantifiable social costs of coal power at low SCC assumptions and for about 90% at high SCC 
assumptions. These findings emphasise that all three cost categories (plant-level costs, system costs 
and external costs) should be taken into account when attempting to advise society and 
policymakers on a least-cost approach to future electricity supply. 
Table 16 underscores this conclusion by providing for each identified sub-category of costs its 
relevance in social cost comparisons of different electricity generation technologies. “Low” relevance 
means that the maximum differences in a certain category of costs between individual technologies 
are less than 0.5 €-cent/kWh; “medium” relevance means that these differences are between 0.5 and 
less than 2 €-cent/kWh; and “high” relevance means that they are 2 €-cent/kWh or higher. Based on 
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the extensive literature review, Table 16 also provides an assessment by the author of the current 
scientific understanding regarding each cost category. 
Table 16. Assessment of the relevance of individual cost categories for social cost comparisons for 
electricity generation technologies and of the scientific understanding of each category. 
Cost Category Relevance for Comparing Costs Scientific Understanding
Plant-level costs
Capital costs High High 
Fuel costs High Moderate to high 
Market costs of GHG emissions High High 
Non-fuel O&M costs High Moderate to high 
System costs
Grid costs Low to medium Moderate 
Balancing costs Low Moderate to high 
Profile costs Medium to high Moderate 
External costs 
Social costs of GHG emissions Medium to high Low 
Impacts of non-GHG pollution Medium Low to medium 
Visual impacts and impacts of noise Low to medium Low to medium 
Impacts on ecosystems & biodiversity (non-climate) Unclear Low 
Costs associated with radionuclide emissions Unclear Low 
Other potential external costs Unclear Very low 
This literature review of the social costs of electricity generation thus illustrates what types of 
costs should ideally be included in any analysis that aims to inform policymakers on least-cost 
developments of the electricity system. Any such advice should also clearly communicate the 
considerable uncertainties surrounding the social costs of electricity generation regarding, among 
other things: 
• The costs to assign to specific CO2 emissions; 
• The costs to assign to specific air pollution emissions; 
• The types of costs that are highly location-specific, such as disamenity costs; 
• The profile costs of VRE power generation in future electricity systems with very high VRE 
shares; 
• The relevance of several potential externalities (including the costs of potential nuclear 
accidents) for which no widely accepted methods of quantification exist. 
Notwithstanding these uncertainties, the analysis in this paper suggests that even at low SCC 
estimates, the “new” renewable technologies of onshore wind and (in some regions of the world) 
solar PV can already compete with fossil fuel technologies in terms of the total social costs. 
Furthermore, in the USA, onshore wind and solar PV exhibit not only lower quantifiable social costs 
than fossil fuel technologies, but also similar costs to nuclear power as a competing low-carbon 
technology, even if the higher investment risks of nuclear power and the risks associated with 
radionuclide release are ignored. In Europe, this is true for onshore wind plants at favourable sites. 
In the longer term, the relative costs of low-carbon electricity generating technologies will largely 
depend on the system costs caused by additional VRE power generation and the allocation of these costs. 
Future research can help to improve our understanding of the total social costs of electricity 
generation. This is true in terms of the landscape and noise disamenity costs of wind power and 
possibly other types of power plants. Future research could, for example, attempt to shed light on 
the apparent differences in these costs from one country to another, how these costs can be expected 
to evolve in the future and what measures can be taken to minimise these costs. Furthermore, as the 
penetration of VRE power generation is expected to increase considerably in the coming decades, 
the question of how steeply system costs will rise and how to minimise these costs is of growing 
importance. For example, studies could investigate the optimal mix of residual power plants, the 
optimal design and deployment of VRE power plants or the potential for better demand response, 
possibly supported by the stronger integration of the power, heat and fuel markets. 
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Finally, the limitations of a technology-specific comparison of electricity generation costs, as 
attempted in this study, should be emphasised. 
Firstly, as discussed above, the literature review has demonstrated that considerable 
uncertainties remain in the quantification of the social costs of electricity generation. This 
uncertainty is especially high in relation to externalities for which quantification (in the form of a 
useful range of values) remains elusive. Among these externalities are potential accidents or attacks 
on nuclear power facilities. The author of this article agrees with the perspective that, due to the 
potential of extremely high social impacts of such incidences, deriving a specific cost for nuclear 
accidents is futile and, instead, societies should agree on whether or to what extent they wish to use 
this technology. 
Secondly, and more generally, the electricity system is a highly-interconnected system, in which 
different power plants and electricity consumers interact with one another. The costs of generating 
and supplying electricity from any one specific power plant depend on the characteristics of the 
existing electricity system, such as the mix of power plants, the quality of the electricity grid and the 
nature and flexibility of electricity demand. In the overview of costs provided in Section 4 and the 
underlying literature sources, implicit assumptions are made about the characteristics of the 
electricity system. Consistent analysis of the future cost of supplying electricity in any specific 
electricity system can, therefore, only be obtained by sophisticated system modelling. While such 
modelling can calculate and compare the total system costs of different scenarios, the system 
interdependencies make it impossible to unambiguously allocate these costs to different types of 
electricity generation technologies on a per kWh basis. 
Supplementary Materials: The following is available online at www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/10/3/356/s1, File S1: 
Input parameters for plant-level LCOE calculations. 
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